Call for Journalists, Editorial Assistants and Jury
Members
Regional Sessions of EYP Germany 2018
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Introduction

T

*Required

Dear applicant,

we are very happy to see that you are interested in applying to one of our Regional Sessions. If you
have any questions about the process, please contact me at tom.wolfskaempf@eyp.de and I will help
you as soon as possible.
As an official, you will always attend the session from Wednesday to Sunday. All dates you will find in
this document are the dates for officials.
There is no participation fee for officials.

Berlin
07.02.2018 – 11.02.2018 (for Officials)
President: Maria Fedoruk (Ukraine)
HeadOrganisers: Johanna Schleyer (Germany) and Rebekka Ostrop (Germany)
Editors: Flora Mavri (Cyprus) and Anička Švecová (Czech Republic)
Member Platform: https://www.members.eyp.org/event/berlin2018regionalselectionconferenceeyp
germany
Trier
04.04.2018 – 08.04.2018 (for Officials)
President: Yannick Léonard (Belgium)
HeadOrganiser: Julius Milde (Germany)
Editor: Pavlo Odnonozdryev (Ukraine)
Member Platform: https://www.members.eyp.org/event/trier2018regionalselectionconferenceeyp
germany

DO

Flensburg
04.04.2018 – 08.04.2018 (for Officials)
President: Riccardo Pagnan (Italy)
HeadOrganiser: Jonas Krohn (Germany)
Editor: Jannis Betschki (Austria)
Member Platform: https://www.members.eyp.org/event/flensburg2018regionalselectionconference
eypgermany
Trier and Flensburg take place at the same time, this is not a mistake.

Where can I apply as a Video Editor?
This year, if you want to apply as a Video Editor, you will have to apply as an Editorial Assistant. In
your application, you can outline what your key interests are. If they are about video, then you could
be selected as an Editorial Assistant on Video for example.

Deadline
The deadline for applications is the 30.12.2017 at 23:59 Berlin time. Late applications will not be
considered. If you encounter technical difficulties, please contact tom.wolfskaempf@eyp.de at least

three days before the deadline. This is to ensure, that we can get back to you before the end of the
deadline and you can still submit your application on time.

Tips for filling out this application form
You should not phrase your answers within this form, but instead download and reference the following
document, which contains all questions. This is to ensure that your work does not get lost if the
internet connection fails or your browser crashes.
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Personal Information

T

You can download the document here:

1. Name *

2. Surname *

3. Date of Birth *

Example: 15 December 2012

4. Gender *
Mark only one oval.
Male

Female

Gender NonConforming
Prefer not to say
Other:

5. EMail *
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6. Telephone *
Please include the country code, e.g. +49 176
123 456 789

7. Skype Username

8. National Committee *
This is not necessarily identical to your country of residence or country of birth. This is what we
will use when we announce you, for example.
Mark only one oval.
Albania
Armenia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Belarus
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Belgium

Bosnia and Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus

Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France

Georgia

Germany
Greece

Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Italy

Kosovo
Latvia

Lithuania

Luxembourg

Macedonia/FYROM
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Moldova

Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russia
Serbia
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden

Switzerland
Turkey
The United Kingdom
Ukraine
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9. Session History *
Please provide a link to your member platform profile if it is up to date. Ensure, that the URL
actually links to your profile and does not end with /user/me. Otherwise, provide the correct
information in the following format with one session per line: Type of session; Name of session;
Year of Session; Position; Superior Official;

Session Preferences

10. Which sessions can you attend? *
You can choose multiple sessions and indicate possible preferences in the next field
Tick all that apply.
Berlin (07.02.2018 – 11.02.2018 )
Trier (04.04.2018 – 08.04.2018)

Flensburg (04.04.2018 – 08.04.2018)

11. If you are applying to more than one session please indicate your preferences between the
sessions below. *
Mark only one oval per row.
First Second Third Did not apply

Berlin (07.02.2018 – 11.02.2018 )
Trier (04.04.2018 – 08.04.2018)
Flensburg (04.04.2018 –
08.04.2018)
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Questions for all applicants

12. What is your motivation for attending the sessions you are applying for? *
Please write a maximum of 100 words.

Attention: Please fully read the instructions below
Requirements for submitting a valid application

On the next page, you will be asked to choose a role to apply for. For you application to be valid, you
need to do this at least one role. Once you have completed the questions for that role, you will be sent
back to the same section so that you can select another role to apply for. Once you have filled out all
of the questions for all of the roles you would like to apply for, you need to choose "I would like to
submit my application form now". If you do not do this, you will not be able to submit your application.
13. I have read and understood the instructions. I realise that continuing without reading the
instructions might make my application invalid. *
Mark only one oval.
Yes, I have fully read the instructions and know how to submit a valid application.
Skip to question 13.
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No, I have not read the above information.

Positions

If your intention is to apply only for the Journalist position, then you may submit your application form
now. You can still submit relevant material from past sessions, but this step is optional.
14. What would you like to do next? *
You will be sent back to this screen after each additional application so you can apply for more
positions.
Mark only one oval.
Answer questions for applying as a Journalist.

Skip to question 15.

Answer questions for applying as an Editorial Assistant.

Skip to question 16.

Only Journalist and EA: Share relevant media/materials with the selection panel (optional)
Skip to question 19.
Answer questions for applying as a Jury Member.
I would like to submit my application form now.

Skip to question 20.

Skip to question 21.

Skip to question 14.

Questions for Journalists
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15. How do you see your role as a Member of the Media Team? *
Please write a maximum of 150 words. While this question is the same for Journalists and
Editorial Assistants, please answer it separately if you are applying to both positions. Please note
that the maximum word counts differ from each other.

Skip to question 18.

Questions for Editorial Assistants
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16. How do you see your role as a Member of the Media Team? *
Please write a maximum of 300 words. While this question is the same for Journalists and
Editorial Assistants, please answer it separately if you are applying to both positions. Please note
that the maximum word counts differ from each other.

17. Which relevant skills do you possess that enable you to support the Editor(s) and the
Media Team best as possible, and how do you plan on developing them during this
session? *
Please write a maximum of 350 words.

Skip to question 18.

Questions for Journalists and Editorial Assistants

18. You are given a postit, marker, and a camera. What project could you do strictly with these
materials? Please elaborate on your project idea. *
Please write a maximum of 100 words.

Skip to question 14.
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Additional Material

19. Please share any material you have created at previous sessions which you are especially
proud of.
Please label the content you are linking and explain what role you played in its creation. Anything
without a label and explanation will not be taken into consideration by the selection panel.

Questions for Jury Members

20. What do you consider to be the most important criteria to select delegates on a regional
level? Elaborate on your decision. *
Please write a maximum of 300 words.
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Skip to question 14.

21. If you got here and only answered the questions for all applicants, you need to go back
and select at least one position to apply to. Have you filled out the additional questions for
at least one role? *
Mark only one oval.
Yes
No

After the last question in this section, stop filling in this form.

After the last question in this section, skip to question 13.

22. For which positions did you apply? *
By answering this question, you will help us to quickly filter the applications by position.
Tick all that apply.
Journalist

Editorial Assistant
Jury Member

23. How would you like to prioritise the positions you have applied for? *
Mark only one oval per row.
First Second Third Did not apply

Journalist
Editorial Assistant
Jury Member
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24. Is there anything else you would like to let us know before sending in your application?

Powered by

